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Abstract

Methylation of the adenosine base at the nitrogen-6 position (m6A) is the most prevalent internal posttranscriptional
modification of mRNAs in many eukaryotes. Despite the rapid progress in the transcriptome-wide mapping of m6As,
identification of proteins responsible for writing, reading, and erasing m6As, and elucidation of m6A functions in splicing,
RNA stability, translation, and other processes, it is unknown whether most observed m6A modifications are functional. To
address this question, we respectively analyze the evolutionary conservation of yeast and human m6As in protein-coding
regions. Relative to comparable unmethylated As, m6As are overall no more conserved in yeasts and only slightly more
conserved in mammals. Furthermore, yeast m6As and comparable unmethylated As have no significant difference in single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) density or SNP site frequency spectrum. The same is true in human. The methylation
status of a gene, not necessarily the specific sites methylated in the gene, is subject to purifying selection for no more than
�20% of m6A-modified genes. These observations suggest that most m6A modifications in protein-coding regions are
nonfunctional and nonadaptive, probably resulting from off-target activities of m6A methyltransferases. In addition, our
reanalysis invalidates the recent claim of positive selection for newly acquired m6A modifications in human evolution.
Regarding the small number of evolutionarily conserved m6As, evidence suggests that a large proportion of them are likely
functional; they should be prioritized in future functional characterizations of m6As. Together, these findings have im-
portant implications for understanding the biological significance of m6A and other posttranscriptional modifications.
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Introduction

RNAs are frequently chemically modified co and posttran-
scriptionally (Cantara et al. 2011; Machnicka et al. 2013; Li and
Mason 2014; Sun et al. 2016). Among over 100 distinct chem-
ical modifications characterized to date, methylation of the
adenosine base at the nitrogen-6 position (m6A) is the most
prevalent internal modification of mRNAs (Fu et al. 2014;
Meyer and Jaffrey 2014). First reported in the 1970s
(Desrosiers et al. 1974), m6A modification was recently found
to be widespread in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes
(Dominissini et al. 2012; Meyer et al. 2012; Schwartz et al.
2013; Luo et al. 2014; Deng et al. 2015). Disrupting m6A mod-
ification affects mRNA stability (Wang et al. 2014), transla-
tional efficiency (Wang et al. 2015; Slobodin et al. 2017), cell
fate (Batista et al. 2014; Geula et al. 2015), spermatogenesis
(Hsu et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2017), sex determination (Lence et al.
2016; Kan et al. 2017), and other processes (Roignant and
Soller 2017; Xiang et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2017). Although
challenges remain in precisely identifying m6As (Li et al. 2016),
advances in methyl-RNA immunoprecipitation coupled with
next-generation sequencing have provided transcriptome-
wide coarse-grained maps of m6As (Dominissini et al. 2012;
Meyer et al. 2012; Schwartz et al. 2013). m6As appear to be

restricted to adenosines in particular sequence contexts.
For example, the consensus sequence is RGAC (R¼A or
G; A¼methylatable A) in the yeast Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae and related species (Schwartz et al. 2013) and
DRACH (D¼A, G, or U; H¼A, C, or U) in mammals
(Dominissini et al. 2012; Meyer et al. 2012). Recent appli-
cations of cross-linking allowed for near-single-
nucleotide-resolution determination of m6As in mRNAs
(Ke et al. 2015; Linder et al. 2015).

Despite unambiguous evidence for the functional impor-
tance of some m6As aforementioned, it is unknown whether
the vast majority of m6As are functional. This question is rele-
vant, because if only a small fraction of m6As are functional, 1) a
search for m6A function from randomly picked m6As would be
inefficient, wasteful, and futile; 2) automatically assigning func-
tions detected from a small number of m6As to other m6As
would be error-prone; 3) the functional importance of m6A
modification would need a reassessment; and 4) most impor-
tantly, the tendency of many molecular biologists to claim or
assume almost any cellular and molecular process or feature as
adaptive would require reflection at the minimum.

A biological process or feature is functional only if it
increases organismal fitness, which can be detected from
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signals of positive or purifying selection (Doolittle et al. 2014;
Graur et al. 2015). Here, we focus on purifying selection that
maintains functional m6As during evolution, because purify-
ing selection is much more common and hence much more
readily detectable than positive selection in molecular evolu-
tion (Zhang 2010). We provide evidence that only a minority
of m6As in protein-coding regions are evolutionarily con-
served, suggesting that most m6As in protein-coding regions
are likely nonfunctional. Furthermore, our reanalysis invalid-
ates the recent claim of positive selection for the acquisition
of new m6A modifications during human evolution (Ma et al.
2017). We discuss the implications of these findings for un-
derstanding the biological significance of m6A and other post-
transcriptional modifications.

Results

Are m6As More Conserved than Unmethylated As?
If a substantial proportion of m6A modifications are func-
tional, m6As should be evolutionarily more conserved than
comparable unmethylated As due to the additional selective
constraint associated with m6A-specific functions. Hence,
comparing the evolutionary conservation of m6As with that
of unmethylated As allows assessing the fraction of functional
m6As. We focused on protein-coding regions in our analysis,
because the majority of high-confidence m6As mapped to
date are in mRNAs, especially in protein-coding regions
(Dominissini et al. 2012; Meyer et al. 2012; Schwartz et al.
2013) and because alignment-dependent sequence analysis
is more reliable for protein-coding regions than other geno-
mic regions. We compared m6As and unmethylated As from
the same genes to avoid the confounding factor of gene ex-
pression level, which is a primary determinant of protein se-
quence conservation (Zhang and Yang 2015).

Schwartz et al. (2013) reported 1,308 m6As in 1,183 genes
from S. cerevisiae during meiosis, the only life stage in yeast
with extensive m6A modifications. To study sequence con-
servation, we concentrated on the aligned nongapped regions
of one-to-one orthologous genes between S. cerevisiae and
S. mikatae, a species in the Saccharomyces sensu stricto com-
plex that is relatively closely related to S. cerevisiae. We asked
whether S. cerevisiae m6As are more likely than unmethylated
As to remain As in S. mikatae (i.e., conservation). Because m6As
occur in the consensus motif RGAC in yeasts, to control for the
potential impact of neighboring sites on the conservation of
As, we considered only those unmethylated As that are also in
the motif RGAC. We refer to these methylated and unmethy-
lated As as m6Aþ and m6A� sites, respectively (fig. 1A). To
ensure a fair comparison, we randomly picked the same num-
ber of m6A� sites as the number of observed m6Aþ sites at
each of the three codon positions of each gene concerned. In
total, 776 m6Aþ sites from 718 genes were compared with the
same number of m6A� sites. The reason that only 776 of the
1,308 S. cerevisiae m6As were compared is that the rest of m6As
do not have one-to-one orthologous positions in S. mikatae.
The above comparison was repeated 1,000 times by using dif-
ferent random sets of 776 m6A� sites chosen following the
above rules. We found the mean conservation to be similar

between m6Aþ (0.880) and m6A� (0.885) sites (P¼ 0.731;
fig. 1B). Relative to m6A� sites, m6Aþ sites are significantly
enriched at second codon positions for unknown reasons
(supplementary fig. S1A, Supplementary Material online),
but this bias does not affect the above comparison because
of the controls applied. Regardless, none of the three codon
positions shows a significant difference in conservation be-
tween m6Aþ and m6A� sites in yeasts (fig. 1C).

To examine the general validity of the above results, we
turned to mammals. We compiled a data set of human m6As
and examined their conservation in mouse (see Materials and
Methods). We applied the yeast method except that the
mammalian consensus motif DRACH was used (fig. 1D). In
comparing 9,077 m6Aþ sites and the same number of m6A�

sites from 3,296 human genes, we found the conservation of
the former (0.866) to be slightly, but significantly higher than
that of the latter (0.859) (P¼ 0.022; fig. 1E). This significant
difference in conservation appears to be entirely attributable
to third codon positions, because no significant difference is
observed at the first and second codon positions (fig. 1F). The
reason for this variation among codon positions is unknown.
Similar to what was observed in yeast (supplementary fig. S1A,
Supplementary Material online), human m6Aþ sites are
enriched at second codon positions and underrepresented
at first and third codon positions, relative to m6A� sites (sup-
plementary fig. S1B, Supplementary Material online).

Thus, compared with unmethylated As, m6As are no more
conserved in yeasts but are more conserved in mammals.
Despite this qualitative difference between taxa, we note
that the evolutionary rate at m6A sites (1 – 0.866¼ 0.134) is
<5% lower than that at unmethylated A sites (1 –
0.859¼ 0.141) in mammals, suggesting that, even in mam-
mals, only a minority of m6A modifications may be selectively
constrained.

Are m6Aþ Sites Less Polymorphic than m6A� Sites?
That most m6As are not evolutionarily conserved suggests
that they either are nonfunctional or have lineage/species-
specific functions. To examine the latter possibility, we
respectively computed single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) density at m6Aþ and m6A� sites in m6A-modified genes.
If a large fraction of m6As have lineage/species-specific func-
tions such that they are subject to purifying selection within
species albeit unconserved between species, m6Aþ sites should
show reduced intraspecific polymorphism when compared
with m6A� sites. However, no significant difference in SNP
density was observed at 776 m6Aþ and 8,229 m6A� sites in
the 718 m6A-modified S. cerevisiae genes (table 1). The same is
true when the three codon positions are separately analyzed
(table 1). Similarly, there is no significant difference in SNP
density at 9,077 m6Aþ and 137,872 m6A� sites in the 3,296
human genes with m6A modifications, with or without sepa-
rately considering different codon positions (table 1). We also
found no significant difference in minor allele frequency be-
tween m6Aþ and m6A� SNPs (P¼ 0.62 for yeast and 0.88 for
human; Mann–Whitney U test). These consistent findings in
yeast and human do not support the hypothesis of lineage/
species-specific function for any sizable fraction of m6As.
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Do Different Species Share More m6As than Expected
by Chance?
Another prediction of the functionality of m6A modification
is that m6As of different species should overlap more than
expected by chance. To verify this prediction, we analyzed
m6As respectively identified in S. cerevisiae and S. mikatae
during meiosis (Schwartz et al. 2013). Given the divergence
between these two yeasts, it is reasonable to assume that an

m6A modification in one of them is lost in the other unless
the modification is functional and hence conserved. In the
one-to-one orthologous protein-coding regions of the two
species (after the removal of alignment gaps), there are
18,866 RGAC motifs that are shared by the two yeasts.
Within these motifs, 459 and 251 m6As are respectively ob-
served in S. cerevisiae and S. mikatae. The number of m6As
shared by the two species is 43, which is significantly greater

RGAC RGACS. cerevisiae
6 +m A

DRACH DRACHHuman

Mouse

6 -m A

6 +m A 6 -m A

A B

C

S. mikatae

D E

3rd codon positions2nd codon positions

Fraction of As conserved Fraction of As conserved

1st codon positions

Fraction of As conserved

P = 0.806

3rd codon positions2nd codon positions

Fraction of As conservedFraction of As conserved

P = 0.314P = 0.571

F 1st codon positions

Fraction of As conserved 

P = 0.600

Fraction of As conserved

P < 0.001

P = 0.022

P = 0.731

P = 0.933

Fraction of As conserved 

FIG. 1. Comparison in evolutionary conservation between m6Aþ and m6A- sites of the same genes. (A) A schematic diagram illustrating the
comparison between Saccharomyces cerevisiae m6Aþ and m6A- sites in terms of their evolutionary conservations in Saccharomyces mikatae. The
yeast consensus m6A motifs are highlighted in yellow. The underlined A indicates m6A modification. (B, C) Frequency distribution of the fraction of
conserved S. cerevisiae m6A- sites in 1,000 random sets with the sample size equal to the number of m6Aþ sites at all positions (B) or at three codon
positions separately (C). Red and blue arrows respectively indicate the fraction of conserved m6Aþ sites and the mean fraction of conserved m6A-

sites in 1,000 random sets for all positions or individual codon positions concerned. P-value is the fraction of the distribution on the right side of the
red arrow. (D) A schematic diagram illustrating the comparison between human m6Aþ and m6A- sites in terms of their evolutionary conservations
in mouse. The mammalian consensus m6A motifs are highlighted in yellow. The underlined A indicates m6A modification. (E, F) Frequency
distribution of the fraction of conserved human m6A- sites in 1,000 random sets with the sample size equal to the number of m6Aþ sites at all
positions (E) or at three codon positions separately (F). All symbols have the same meanings as in panels B and C.
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than the random expectation of 6.11 (P¼ 3.22� 10�24, hy-
pergeometric test; fig. 2A), suggesting purifying selection act-
ing on some m6As.

One caveat in the above hypergeometric test is the implicit
assumption that m6A modifications are equally detectable in
all genes, despite that in principle m6As are less detectable in
lowly expressed genes than in highly expressed genes. Indeed,
median expression level is significantly higher for m6A-mod-
ified genes than m6A-absent genes in yeast (P¼ 7.44� 10�6,
Mann–Whitney U test; supplementary fig. S2A,
Supplementary Material online) and human
(P< 2.2� 10�16; supplementary fig. S2B, Supplementary
Material online). To control for this potential detection
bias, we devised the following test. We ranked the 18,866
RGAC motifs according to the S. cerevisiae expression levels
of the genes where the motifs are found and divided them
into 10 equal-sized bins. In each bin, we randomly picked k
motifs, where k is the number of S. cerevisiae m6As in the bin,
and counted the number of S. mikatae m6As within these k
motifs; this number represents the expected number of sites
in the bin that are modified in both species by chance when
m6A modifications in the two species are independent. This
was performed for all bins and the total number (T) of As
modified in both species by chance was obtained. We re-
peated this process 1,000 times to acquire 1,000 T values.
The actual number of orthologous m6As in the yeasts (43)
is significantly greater than all 1,000 T values (fig. 2B). Hence,
controlling for the potential detection bias does not alter the
conclusion that some m6As are evolutionarily conserved. We
were surprised that the mean T of 6.1 is not >6.11, the ran-
dom expectation without correction for the potential detec-
tion bias. We subsequently discovered that the expression
levels of m6A-modified genes and unmodified genes are not
significantly different (P¼ 0.34) for one-to-one orthologous
genes between the two yeasts, which are the relevant gene set
in the present analysis. Because there are 928 S. cerevisiae
m6As in one-to-one orthologs of the two yeasts, but only

43 - 6.1¼ 36.9 of them are shared between the two yeasts
beyond the chance expectation, the fraction of S. cerevisiae
m6As that are selectively conserved is 36.9/926¼ 4.0%. The
corresponding fraction in S. mikatae is 36.9/484¼ 7.6%. These
results indicate that only a small fraction of m6As are selec-
tively conserved in yeasts. This finding explains why no sig-
nificant difference in overall conservation is detected between
methylated and unmethylated As in yeasts. Unfortunately, a
similar analysis cannot be conducted between human and
mouse, because of the lack of nucleotide-resolution transcrip-
tomic m6A data from the same tissues of the two mammals.

Do Different Species Share More m6A-Modified Genes
than the Chance Expectation?
In the study of protein phosphorylation, it was discovered
that the specific sites phosphorylated may not be important
as long as the protein or segment of protein is phosphory-
lated (Moses et al. 2007; Nguyen Ba and Moses 2010; Landry
et al. 2014). By analogy, one possibility why most m6As are
evolutionarily unconserved is the potential functional impor-
tance of the methylation of a gene rather than particular sites
in the gene. Under this scenario, a gene that is m6A-modified
in one species tends to be m6A-modified in other species, but
the specific methylated site(s) in the gene may vary. Among
the 4,348 one-to-one orthologous genes of the two yeasts,
874 S. cerevisiae genes and 464 S. mikatae genes are m6A-
modified in protein-coding regions. They overlap by 182
genes, significantly more than the chance expectation of
93.3 (P¼ 6.93� 10�25, hypergeometric test; fig. 3A). The
number of genes modified in both yeasts (182) remains sig-
nificantly greater than the chance expectation (94.4) even
after the control of the potential detection bias (P< 0.001;
fig. 3B). Notwithstanding, only 182 - 94.4¼ 87.6 gene-level
m6A-modifications may be considered functional, which con-
stitute 87.6/874¼ 10.0% of m6A-modified genes in S. cerevi-
siae and 87.6/464¼ 18.9% in S. mikatae.

Table 1. SNP Densities at m6Aþ and m6A� Sites of the Same Genes.

Type of Sites # of Sites # of SNPs SNP Density P-Valuea

Yeast (S. cerevisiae)
1st codon positions m6Aþ 184 4 0.0217

m6A� 1,995 55 0.0276 0.65
2nd codon positions m6Aþ 420 14 0.0333

m6A� 4,151 93 0.0224 0.17
3rd codon positions m6Aþ 172 16 0.0930

m6A� 2,083 151 0.0725 0.36
Total m6Aþ 776 34 0.0438

m6A� 8,229 299 0.0363 0.31
Human (H. sapiens)
1st codon positions m6Aþ 2,350 3 0.00128

m6A� 40,396 63 0.00156 0.89
2nd codon positions m6Aþ 4,665 6 0.00129

m6A� 63,935 93 0.00145 0.77
3rd codon positions m6Aþ 2,062 4 0.00194

m6A� 33,541 48 0.00143 0.56
Total m6Aþ 9,077 13 0.00143

m6A� 137,872 204 0.00148 0.92

aChi-squared test of the null hypothesis of equal SNP densities at m6Aþ and m6A� sites.
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We similarly analyzed the sharing of m6A-modified
genes between human and mouse, using coarse-grained
m6A data from a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell
line and mouse liver (Dominissini et al. 2012). These
data do not identify nucleotide-resolution m6As but pro-
vide information on the genes that are m6A-modified.
The data include 6,237 m6A-modified human genes and
2,891 m6A-modified mouse genes among 17,214 one-to-
one orthologs between the two species (Dominissini et al.
2012). The number of genes modified in both species is
1,905, significantly more than the chance expectation of
1,047.5 (P¼ 8.37� 10�279, hypergeometric test; fig. 3C).
After controlling for the potential detection bias, we
found that 1,248.9 genes are expected to be modified in
both species under the hypothesis of independent mod-
ifications in the two mammals, which is still significantly
fewer than the observed number of 1,905 (P< 0.001, ran-
domization test; fig. 3D). This result suggests that (1905 -
1248.9)/6237¼ 10.5% of m6A-modified genes in human
and (1905 - 1248.9)/2891¼ 22.7% in mouse are subject to
purifying selection for maintaining gene-level m6A
modification.

Positive Selection for New m6A Modifications in
Human Evolution?
Detection of positive selection acting on m6A modification
would be a strong indication of its functionality. A recent
study of primate m6As claimed that positive selection drove
the emergences of new m6A motifs and modifications during
human evolution (Ma et al. 2017). This conclusion was based
on the finding that, for m6A modifications gained in human
evolution, the number of substitutions per site within the
m6A motif GGACT (Kb) in the human lineage since the
human–chimpanzee split is significantly greater than the cor-
responding number of substitutions per site at the rest of the
sites covered by m6A peaks (Ki). Here, m6A peaks refer to the
regions where modified sites reside; the exact sites modified

could not be experimentally determined due to insufficient
resolutions. But, this comparison is inappropriate because the
gain of an m6A peak may imply at least one nucleotide sub-
stitution in the motif whereas no substitution is required in
nonmotif regions. Consequently, Kb/Ki may exceed 1 because
of this ascertainment bias rather than positive selection for
m6A modification. To be fair, we shall mention that Ma and
colleagues included a negative control in their analysis, which
is the Kb/Ki ratio computed from m6A motifs gained in hu-
man evolution and their flanking regions (50 nucleotides on
each side of a motif) found in untranscribed regions. They
reported that Kb/Ki¼ 1.02 for the negative control, which
appears to validate their approach. However, this finding
from the negative control is highly unexpected given the as-
certainment bias mentioned. We thus conducted an inde-
pendent analysis following their method. From untranscribed
regions, we picked 201 m6A motifs that have been gained in
human evolution. In these motifs and their flanking regions,
we found Kb¼ 0.2, Ki¼ 0.0066, and Kb/Ki¼ 30.45 (table 2).
These values conform to our expectation, because 1) m6A
motifs gained in human evolution should have at least one
substitution in the five-nucleotide motif, resulting in a min-
imum Kb value of 0.2, and 2) neutral divergence between
human and chimpanzee is�1.24% (Chen and Li 2001), result-
ing in a Ki of�0.00124/2¼ 0.0062. Positive selection for m6A
modification would be supported if Kb/Ki is significantly
higher for the experimental group (i.e., m6A peaks gained in
human) than the negative control. Our reanalysis of their
experimental group found Kb/Ki¼ 4.84 (table 2), virtually
identical to their reported value of 4.82 (Ma et al. 2017).
Hence, Kb/Ki is in fact significantly lower for the experimental
group than the negative control (P< 0.001, bootstrap test).
To understand the cause of this result, we examined the 91
human-gained m6A peaks reported (Ma et al. 2017).
Somewhat unexpectedly, only six of them have human-
gained motifs, whereas the rest all have motifs shared at least
between human and chimpanzee. For the six human-gained
m6A peaks with human-gained motifs, Kb/Ki¼ 33.75, not

43416 208

S. cerevisiae
S. mikatae

-24P = 3.22 ×10

A

18,866

B

P <0.001

FIG. 2. Evolutionarily conserved m6As between two yeasts. (A) Venn diagram showing the number of shared m6A consensus motifs in one-to-one
orthologous genes under comparison (large box, with the number indicated at the lower left corner), as well as the number of m6As observed in
each yeast species and the number of shared m6As. P-value from a hypergeometric test indicates the probability of observation under the null
hypothesis that m6A sites in the two yeasts are independent from each other. (B) Frequency distribution of the number of shared m6As expected
by chance in yeasts upon the control for potential detection bias. The dotted line shows the mean of the distribution, whereas the arrow indicates
the number of observed shared m6As. P-value is the fraction of the distribution on the right side of the arrow that indicates the observed number of
shared m6As.
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significantly greater than that (30.45) for the negative control
(P¼ 0.15, bootstrap test). Taken together, our analysis found
no evidence supporting the claim of positive selection for
newly gained m6A modifications in human evolution.

Which m6As Are Potentially Functional?
Because our results suggest that only a small fraction of m6As
in protein-coding regions are functional, identifying these
functional m6As and their functions becomes a high priority
in m6A research. Evolutionary principles indicate that evolu-
tionarily conserved m6As are much more likely than other
m6As to be functional. However, this prediction is not easy to
confirm directly due to the lack of a substantial group of
m6As with known functions. As an indirect test, we examined
whether sites that are m6A-modified in both human and
mouse (referred to as m6Aþþ sites) are more conserved in
a third species (as As) than sites that remain unmethylated As
in both human and mouse (referred to as m6A�� sites),
where the third species may be an ingroup (fig. 4A) or out-
group (fig. 4B) of the human–mouse clade. As before, we
considered only m6As and the same number of unmethylated
As that are in DRACH motifs of the same genes. Two ingroup
(bushbaby and rat) and two outgroup (cow and elephant)
mammalian species were considered individually as the third
species in the test, and our prediction is significantly sup-
ported in each case (fig. 4C–F). For instance, 97.2% of
m6Aþþ sites exhibit As in bushbaby, significantly greater

than the corresponding value of 94.4% for m6A�� sites
(P¼ 0.001, randomization test; fig. 4C). The evolutionary
rate at m6Aþþ sites (1� 0.972¼ 0.028) is 50% lower than
that at m6A�� sites (1� 0.944¼ 0.056), suggesting that at
least one half of m6Aþþ sites are likely functional. The cor-
responding percentage reduction in evolutionary rate is 68,
67, and 46 when rat, cow, and elephant were used as the third
species in the test, respectively (fig. 4D–F). Furthermore,
m6Aþþ sites are generally more conserved than m6A�� sites
in these species at all three codon positions (supplementary
fig. S3, Supplementary Material online).

Discussion
In this work, we studied the evolutionary conservation of
posttranscriptional m6A modification of protein-coding
regions in yeasts and mammals. In yeasts, we found that
only 5–8% of m6A modifications are subject to purifying se-
lection at the individual site level, while the corresponding
number at the gene level is 10–19%. These findings suggest
that, in yeasts, 1) most m6A modifications are nonfunctional,
and 2) even when a modification is functional, it is more often
the modification of a gene than the modification of specific
sites in the gene that is important. In mammals, the absence
of proper data prohibits us from estimating the proportion of
m6A modifications subject to purifying selection at the indi-
vidual site level, but we estimated that �10–20% of m6A
modifications are subject to purifying selection at the gene

692 182 282
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S. mikatae

-25P = 6.93 ×10
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Human
Mouse

-279P = 8.37 ×10
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P < 0.001

FIG. 3. Sharing of m6A-modified genes between species. (A) Venn diagram showing the number of one-to-one orthologous genes under com-
parison (large box, with the number indicated at the lower left corner), as well as the number of m6A-modified genes observed in each yeast species
and the number of shared m6A-modified genes. P-value from a hypergeometric test indicates the probability of observation under the null
hypothesis of independent m6A modifications of genes in the two yeasts. (B) Frequency distribution of the number of shared m6A-modified genes
expected by chance in yeasts upon the control for potential detection bias. The dotted line shows the mean of the distribution, whereas the arrow
indicates the number of observed shared m6A-modified genes. P-value is the fraction of the distribution on the right side of the arrow that indicates
the observed number. (C) Venn diagram showing the number of one-to-one orthologous genes under comparison (large box, with the number
indicated at the lower left corner), as well as the number of m6A-modified genes observed in each mammalian species and the number of shared
m6A-modified genes. P-value is from a hypergeometric test. (D) Frequency distribution of the number of shared m6A-modified genes expected by
chance in mammals upon the control for potential detection bias. All symbols have the same meanings as in panel B.
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level. It is notable that, at least at the gene level, the percent-
age of m6A modifications subject to purifying selection is
similar between yeasts and mammals. We further showed
in human and yeast that m6Aþ sites and comparable
m6A� sites are not significantly different in SNP density or
minor allele frequencies at SNPs, suggesting that the lack of
evolutionary conservation for most m6As cannot be
explained by the presence of species-specific functions in
any sizable proportion of m6As. We also showed that a pre-
vious claim of positive selection for newly gained m6A mod-
ifications in human evolution is untenable.

A trivial explanation of our results is that the m6A data
were too noisy to be useful for the evolutionary analyses
performed, but this scenario appears improbable to us. The
yeast m6As were mapped by comparing putative m6A signals
in wild-type cells with those in mutants deficient of functional

RNA methyltransferase and by requiring observing the signals
in at least two of three biological replicates, resulting in min-
imal false positive errors (Schwartz et al. 2013). Regarding the
mammalian data, with the exception of the analysis of gene-
level m6A modification that needs only coarse-grained mod-
ification information, we required each m6A to be reported in
at least two data sets, hence ensuring a low false positive rate.
Furthermore, 98.4% of the human m6As analyzed appear in at
least one of the near-single-nucleotide-resolution m6A data
sets generated using cross-linking methods (Chen et al. 2015;
Linder et al. 2015; Ke et al. 2015). The corresponding value is
76.8% for the mouse m6As analyzed (Linder et al. 2015; Ke
et al. 2015). False negative rates in yeast and human m6A data,
however, are more difficult to gauge, but they are not
expected to affect the analysis presented in figure 1, tables 1
and 2. Presumably, false negative errors tend to occur at sites

Table 2. Number of Nucleotide Substitutions Per Site in the m6A Motif GGACT (Kb) and That in its Flanking Regions (Ki) During Human Evolution.

Types of m6A Motifs # of Motifs Kb Ki Kb/Ki Comparison P-Valuea

A. Motifs in human-gained m6A peaks 91 0.0135 0.0028 4.84 A vs. C <0.001
B. Human-gained motifs in human-gained m6A peaks 6 0.2000 0.0059 33.75 B vs. C 0.15
C. Human-gained motifs in untranscribed regions 201 0.2000 0.0066 30.45

aOne-tailed bootstrap test from 1,000 bootstrap samples.
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FIG. 4. Sites subject to m6A modification in both human and mouse (denoted as m6Aþþ) are more likely to be conserved as As in a third species
than As modified in neither human nor mouse (denoted as m6A��). (A, B) A schematic diagram illustrating the comparison when the third species
X is an ingroup (A) or outgroup (B) of the human–mouse clade. Mammalian m6A consensus motifs are highlighted in yellow. The underlined A
indicates m6A modification. (C–F) Frequency distribution of the fraction of m6A�� sites conserved in the bushbaby (C), rat (D), cow (E), or
elephant (F) in 1,000 random sets with the sample size equal to the number of m6Aþþ sites. Red and blue arrows respectively indicate the fraction
of conserved m6Aþþ sites and the mean fraction of conserved m6A�� sites in 1,000 random sets. P-value is the fraction of the distribution on the
right side of the red arrow.
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with low probabilities of m6A modification and/or in lowly
expressed genes. Hence, our results in figures 2 and 3 suggest
that even highly modified sites and/or modifications of highly
expressed genes are not well conserved. These considerations
together suggest that our findings are most likely genuine
rather than artifacts.

Taken together, our evidence suggests that the most likely
explanation for the lack of evolutionary conservation of most
m6As is that they are nonfunctional. It is probable that these
nonfunctional m6A modifications occur by error due to the
limited specificity of RNA methyltransferases. It is reasonable
to assume that some erroneous m6A modifications may even
be deleterious, but the moderately and strongly harmful
modifications presumably have been purged by natural selec-
tion such that only slightly deleterious or neutral ones remain.

Given that most m6As are nonfunctional, the next impor-
tant task is to identify those that are functional and to un-
cover their specific functions. Our analyses suggest that at
least one half of m6As that are conserved between human
and mouse are subject to purifying selection and therefore are
likely to be functional. Future functional characterizations of
m6As should be prioritized to this small set of candidates.

It should be emphasized that m6A modification occurs not
just in protein-coding regions of mRNAs. Because our analysis
focused exclusively on protein-coding regions, it remains pos-
sible that m6A modifications outside protein-coding regions
are mostly functional. In yeasts, �95% of m6As identified
from mRNAs are located in coding regions (Schwartz et al.
2013), while the corresponding number reduces to �50% in
mammals (Dominissini et al. 2012; Meyer et al. 2012; Sun et al.
2016). In the future, it will be interesting to investigate the
evolutionary conservation of m6As outside protein-coding
regions.

As mentioned, m6A is but one of over 100 posttranscrip-
tional modifications. Nevertheless, our findings about m6A
evolution resemble those on another common posttranscrip-
tional modification, A-to-I RNA editing, in mammalian cod-
ing sequences. Specifically, it was found that most A-to-I RNA
editing is nonadaptive (Xu and Zhang 2014) and unconserved
(Pinto et al. 2014), but the very small number of conserved
editing sites between human and mouse are likely functional
(Xu and Zhang 2015). Interestingly, similar patterns also exist
in the few types of posttranslational modifications that have
been subject to evolutionary analysis. For instance, as much as
65% of protein phosphorylations were estimated to be non-
functional (Landry et al. 2009). A recent evolutionary study of
protein phosphorylation across 18 fungal species further sup-
ports this result, showing that only a small fraction of phos-
phorylation sites are conserved (Studer et al. 2016). In another
example, analysis of protein glycosylation showed that
whereas glycosylation at solvent accessible sites are generally
conserved, those at solvent inaccessible sites are not (Park
and Zhang 2011), suggesting that they are probably biochem-
ical errors and nonfunctional. These similarities suggest the
possibility that many other posttranscriptional and posttrans-
lational modifications also exhibit these properties, which
awaits testing when relevant large modification data become
available. At the minimum, the present findings, coupled with

the existing evidence from other posttranscriptional/post-
translational modifications, argue against the implicit pan-
adaptationist assumption that all biological processes or fea-
tures are adaptive. While this assumption has long been aban-
doned by most evolutionary biologists (Gould and Lewontin
1979), it remains popular among molecular biologists, espe-
cially when they attempt to explain the very existence of a
newly discovered cellular/molecular phenomenon or its high
prevalence. It is ironic that it was the field of molecular biology
that supplied the first examples of nonadaptive features of
the living world that inspired the development of the neutral
theory of molecular evolution (Kimura 1968, 1983; King and
Jukes 1969). This history is to be reminded when biologists
ponder upon new molecular details of life unraveled by pow-
erful genomic tools.

Materials and Methods
We downloaded the Supplementary Material in Schwartz
et al. (2013) that included the information of 1,308 m6As in
1,183 genes from the SK1 strain of S. cerevisiae and 635 m6As
in 610 genes from S. mikatae detected during meiosis. These
m6As are precisely mapped thanks to the contrast between
wild-type and mutant strains defective in the core RNA
methyltransferase complex. Unless mentioned, the m6A in-
formation from human and mouse was retrieved from
RMBase, which covers nearly all high-throughput m6A data
and records m6A-modified sites (Sun et al. 2016). To ensure
the quality of the mammalian data used, we regarded a site
from RMBase as m6A only when it has support from at least
two independent data sets. In addition, we used coarse-
grained data on m6A-modified genes from a human hepato-
cellular carcinoma cell line and mouse liver (Dominissini et al.
2012) to study shared m6A-modified genes between the two
mammals.

In total, 4,348 one-to-one orthologous protein-coding
genes of the SK1 stain of S. cerevisiae and S. mikatae were
retrieved from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD)
(No. JRIH00000000), whereas 17,214 one-to-one orthologous
protein-coding genes of human (version GRCh38.p10) and
mouse (version GRCm38.p5) were obtained from Ensembl
(Ensembl genes 88). ClustalW2 (Sievers et al. 2011) with the
default setting was used to align orthologous sequences upon
translation to protein sequences, and the corresponding cod-
ing sequence alignments were then created accordingly using
PAL2NAL (Suyama et al. 2006). In the alignment of each gene,
we isolated consensus motifs (RGAC in yeasts and DRACH in
mammals) using in-house Perl scripts.

To examine any potential bias in m6A detection, we down-
loaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (accession num-
bers of GSE51583 for S. cerevisiae and GSE37005 for human)
the transcriptomic raw sequencing reads of the input samples
that were used as controls for calling m6A peaks in
immunoprecipitation-based experiments. After using
Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014) to ensure the quality of
the raw reads, we applied kallisto (Bray et al. 2016) with de-
fault parameters to align these reads with the relevant refer-
ences of S. cerevisiae coding sequences retrieved from SGD
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and human coding sequences retrieved from Ensembl, re-
spectively. We then calculated the Transcripts Per Million
(TPM) value of each gene to represent its relative expression
level (Li et al. 2010). Briefly, TPM of a gene is 106 times the
number of reads per nucleotide for the gene, relative to the
sum of the number of reads per nucleotide for all genes.

We retrieved the SNP data of S. cerevisiae from our recent
population genomic analysis of the species (Maclean et al.
2017). Because the genomic sequences of SK1 (JRIH00000000)
and S288c (R64-1-1) strains were respectively used as the
reference to localize m6As and SNPs, we identified ortholo-
gous sites between the two genomes using in-house pro-
grams. We similarly analyzed human SNPs downloaded
from the Ensembl Variation database (version 90). We
recorded minor allele frequencies of SNPs when the informa-
tion is available.

We reanalyzed human-gained m6A modifications follow-
ing Ma et al. (2017). The longest isoforms of genes containing
human-gained m6A peaks were downloaded from UCSC
Genome Browser (GRCh38/hg38) according to the gene
names provided in supplementary table S10,
Supplementary Material online of Ma et al. (2017). We then
identified 91 human-gained m6A peaks with the motif
GGACT. We estimated the number of nucleotide substitu-
tions per site within motifs (Kb) by the total number of sub-
stitutions in the 91 motifs divided by the total number of sites
in these motifs. We estimated the number of nucleotide
substitutions per site in flanking regions (Ki) by the total
number of substitutions within the 91 m6A peaks but outside
the motifs divided by the total number of sites in nonmotif
regions of the m6A peaks. Following Ma et al. (2017), we chose
untranscribed intergenic regions with human-gained GGACT
motifs as the negative control. Briefly, we downloaded human
genome annotations from UCSC (GRCh38/hg38) and identi-
fied untranscribed intergenic regions using bedtools (version
2.26.0; Quinlan and Hall 2010). After obtaining the sequences
of intergenic regions from the two largest chromosomes, we
picked 105-nucleotide fragments centering at the motif
GGACT as queries to BLAST chimpanzee (panTro5) and ma-
caque (rheMac8) genome sequences, respectively, and
obtained orthologous fragments from these species. Using
macaque as an outgroup, we identified 201 fragments with
human-gained motifs in the untranscribed regions and esti-
mated Kb and Ki from these regions. Bootstrapping the ex-
perimental and control fragments 1,000 times provided
information on the variation of the Kb/Ki estimates, which
allowed statistical comparison in Kb/Ki between groups.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online.
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